2001 saturn sl1 starter location

Robin answered 10 years ago. I'm looking for that myself.. My mechanic is stumped by the
problems that my car is having with not starting and from another blog, I can see iti is a typical
problem with this car. It's not the starter, battery, alternator, wires to battery, neutral safety
switch and the list goes on and on of things it is not.. Any ideas? Sterling answered 9 years ago.
Kayyla24 answered 5 years ago. Guru2WC4C answered about a year ago. I have looked under
the dash, the leg area, the trunk, and the engine I cannot find it. I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Where is the starter relay switch located. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn S-Series question. Sell
Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Saturn S-Series
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Asked by Wiki User. The starter on a Saturn SL1 is located on the driver's side of
the engine. It is connected to, and a part of the starter. The starter for a Saturn is on top of the
transmission under the air filter box. Remove the filter box for easy access. The relay is
attached to the starter and is an integral part. Remove the positive cable from your Saturn
battery. Remove the cables from the starter. Remove the starter retaining bolts. Reverse the
process to install the new starter. Yes, it most certainly does. Check the wiring on the starter.
Also check all grounds. The thermostat on a Saturn SL1 is located on top of the motor. The
largest hose coming off the radiator will have to be loosened to access the thermostat housing
on the motor. Refer to the Related Links. Check behind the engine underneath, usually towards
the right hand side. Below the alternator. It is located inside of the gas tank. You've probably
found your answer by now, but on my '01 SC-2, it's behind the glovebox door, mounted on the
inside firewall. Remove the positive battery cable from your Saturn battery. Remove the cables
from the front of the starter. Remove the three starter retaining bolts. Its by the firewall on the
backside of the motor. How can I replace the headlamp on a Saturn SL1. Started is located on
the rear of the engine next to the firewall. Yes it does. In the alternator Needs new Alternator if
it's bad. On the rear of the engine closes to the fire wall. Its cylindrical shaped. Ask Question.
Fuel and Engines. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. Where is
starter relay located on Saturn sl1? Where is the starter located on a saturn sl1? Where is
oxygen sensor bank 1 sensor 2 located on a Saturn SL1? What is the location of the starter
relay switch on a Saturn SL1? Where is the starter relay on a 97 Saturn sl1? How do you replace
the starter in a Saturn SL1? Why does the starter fuse keeps blowing in a Saturn sl1? Where is
the thermostat located on a Saturn sl1? How do you replace a blower motor on a Saturn SL1?
Where is the oil filter located on a Saturn SL1? Where is the fuel pump on a Saturn SL1? What is
the Fram oil filter number for Saturn SL1? Where is the BCM located on a Saturn sl1? How do
you replace a starter on a Saturn SL1 sedan 1. Where is the starter on a Saturn SL1? How do
you remove the headlight to replace the bulbs on a Saturn sl1? Where is the Starter located on
the 97 Saturn SL1 and how can you find it easily? What is the spark plug gap on a Saturn SL1?
Does a Saturn SL1 with manual transmission have transmission fluid? How many miles can you
put on a Saturn SC2? Where is the oil filter located on a Saturn sl1? Asked By Wiki User. Who
would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked
By Ciara Parker. How many times does 30 go into ? What times 10 equals to ? Give me food and
I will live give me water and I will die what am I? How old is Danielle cohn? Hottest Questions
How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with baseball?
Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant.
Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the
footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By
Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo
Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Unanswered Questions How did
Jose rizals parents raise their children? Slum children at play by Ruskin Bond summary? What
is conflict of the story of the two brothers? Mga positibo at negatibong epekto ng pananakop ng
hapon sa Pilipinas? What does the quote ambition can creep as well as soar mean? What
happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? What is mission statement of
capitec bank? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed,
transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. If your
Saturn SL1 won't start and you know the battery is good, you may need to replace the starter.
You will need a minimum of tools and about an hour of your time. Be sure the engine is
completely cool before working. Park your Saturn SL1 on a level surface. Engage the parking
brake and open the engine hood. Remove the negative cable from the battery by loosening the
bolt on the connecting end with an open box wrench and pulling the cable off the battery post.

Locate the starter. The starter in a Saturn SL1 is located on the passenger side of the car, to the
rear of the engine block, just beneath the intake manifold where the exhaust pipes join the
engine block. Remove the intercooler pump bracket it has one bolt at its base which is blocking
access to the starter. The pump bracket looks like a metal swing arm with a slot in the center
and supports the intercooler pump. Remove the bolt with an open box end wrench and pull the
pump and bracket out of the way. Remove the nuts from the front two posts of the starter that
hold the wires from the ignition coil and alternator in place. Pull the wires off the starter. There
are only two bolts holding the starter in place. Remove the bottom bolt of the starter first. Use
an open end box wrench due to the small access area. Pull the bolt out. Support the starter with
one hand and remove the top bolt. Pull the starter from the engine. Install your replacement
starter by holding it in position and inserting the top bolt first. Do not tighten the top bolt all the
way. Push the bottom bolt into place and hand tighten the bolt. Once both bolts are hand tight,
use a torque wrench to apply the right amount of torque. For the starter bolts, tighten to 37 lbs.
Reconnect the wires to the posts at the end of the starter. Make sure to put them on the correct
post; the coil wire goes on the upper and larger post. Cassandra Tribe has worked in the
construction field for over 17 years and has experience in a variety of mechanical, scientific,
automotive and mathematical forms. She has been writing and editing for over 10 years. Her
areas of interest include culture and society, automotive, computers, business, the Internet,
science and structural engineering and implementation. Step 1 Park your Saturn SL1 on a level
surface. Step 2 Remove the negative cable from the battery by loosening the bolt on the
connecting end with an open box wrench and pulling the cable off the battery post. Step 3
Locate the starter. Step 4 Remove the intercooler pump bracket it has one bolt at its base which
is blocking access to the starter. Step 5 Remove the nuts from the front two posts of the starter
that hold the wires from the ignition coil and alternator in place. Step 6 There are only two bolts
holding the starter in place. Step 1 Install your replacement starter by holding it in position and
inserting the top bolt first. Step 2 Reconnect the wires to the posts at the end of the starter. Step
3 Reinstall the intercooler pump bracket. Torque the bolt to 15 lbs. Reconnect the battery and
close the hood. References theCommi. Take a photo with your cell phone before you disconnect
the old starter so you will have a reference for how things should look when you connect the
new one. Box wrench set Replacement starter Torque wrench Cell phone with camera optional.
Never attempt to replace the starter with the battery still connected. I have a Saturn SL1 that
won't start or even turn over, my wife drove it around all day, came home and parked it. She
went to go out a couple of hours later and the car wouldn't start, wouldn't even turn over. I was
thinking it was the Starter Relay, but wasn't sure, is there a way to check it without taking it to a
shop? Does anyone have any ideas of what's wrong? Danny answered 10 years ago. If that's
not the problem, could it be the Starter Relay Switch and where is it's location? Thank you. One
place that is worth trying is the local libraries they may have shop manuals on the shelf either
that you can check out or on the reference section. In that test, either a test light or ohmmeter is
used to tell if a switch is good or an open circuit. Justin answered 10 years ago. Does it have
power? Could be other things to, this would be a pointer for ya. Wow way to go car gurus If its
the starter tap on it with a wrench then if it cranks up its the starter If its the state will be found
behind the motor above the scull and is the larger of the cylinders u have to hit. Beat it a few
times then u it should work Sorry i couldn't help u 2 years ago, but i don't think these genius'
knowledge helped either. Edison answered 6 years ago. This afternoon, there was a knock at my
door. When I answered, this poor sad kick was standing there, and he asked for jumper cables.
The problem wasn't battery - plenty of juice, but nothing happened when he tried to start the
car. No click. No nothing. I suspected this may benefit from the "tap the starter" trick, but it's
pretty packed under the hood of a Saturn. I found it, tapped 4 times, and it immediately started!
Kyle answered 6 years ago. God bless hitting things with things to make other thibgs work!
Found the starter with y'all's help, beat it a couple times with my jack handle and bamm started
easy! Thanks guys! Bsexton answered 5 years ago. Have a saturn sl1 and had the same starting
problem. Then I tried the two lock and unlock fuses. Rebecca answered 5 years ago. My car is
doing the same thing. Lights come on car dings but when I turn the key nothing I hit the starter
and nothing So my starter is just done? Judi answered 5 years ago. I have a Saturn L with very
few miles under 80 grand so far. All of a sudden it starts not turning over, has enough gas, have
left it alone for a while and tapped the starter and nothing. You can feel she wants to trun over
and go, but nothing. Any suggests! Ebking50 answered 3 years ago. Christina answered 3 years
ago. Has a new battery as I said previously. I can't find my first question on her. The clock is
still on the right time but the radio doesn't come on and the door doesn't ding anymore. I am
going to see if I can pull the fuse on the autotheft thing. I haven't found it yet under the hood but
I am going to check the door. Orangeguy answered 3 years ago. Don't know if this will help.
Friend has L series Saturn. Turn ignition key and nothing happens. If there was a "click" I did

not hear it. Battery tests good. I have temporarily resolved the non-start problem twice recently
by removing bolts and cables from battery and attaching and tightening them again then Saturn
starts normally and runs fine. Possible problem with other end of ground black cable? Would
like to find permanent solution. GuruYL9JN answered 2 years ago. I have a Sl1 Saturn cut off
while trying to park started back up put it in reverse but when I tried to put it back in drive it
wouldn't go into gear and battery light came on and it cut off now I tried jumping it it turns over
but not cranking. GuruVZ12J answered 2 years ago. A saturn is the Sl1 engine they came put
with the Sl2 engine in Sl3 never made it to production. GuruLLB76 answered about a year ago. It
will just click once when trying to start my 02sl Saturn,after trying a few times,it may start,or not
could you please tell me what it sounds like to you,And ty very much!! She went to go out a
couple of hours later and the car wouldn't start, wouldn't e Even tried to pull to start since it has
a manual transmission. No sputter at all. It ran good when driven last. Battery and connections
are clean and good. Bought thi I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Saturn L-Series question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Saturn L-Series Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I have a Saturn SL1 that won't start or even turn
over, my wife drove it around all day, came home and parked it. She went to go out a couple of
hours later and the car wouldn't start, wouldn't even turn over. I was thinking it was the Starter
Relay, but wasn't sure, is there a way to check it without taking it to a shop? Does anyone have
any ideas of what's wrong? Danny answered 10 years ago. If that's not the problem, could it be
the Starter Relay Switch and where is it's location? Thank you. One place that is worth trying is
the local libraries they may have shop manuals on the shelf either that you can check out or on
the reference section. In that test, either a test light or ohmmeter is used to tell if a switch is
good or an open circuit. Justin answered 10 years ago. Does it have power? Could be other
things to, this would be a pointer for ya. Wow way to go car gurus If its the starter tap on it with
a wrench then if it cranks up its the starter If its the state will be found behind the motor above
the scull and is the larger of the cylinders u have to hit. Beat it a few times then u it should work
Sorry i couldn't help u 2 years ago, but i don't think these genius' knowledge helped either.
Edison answered 6 years ago. This afternoon, there was a knock at my door. When I answered,
this poor sad kick was standing there, and he asked for jumper cables. The problem wasn't
battery - plenty of juice, but nothing happened when he tried to start the car. No click. No
nothing. I suspected this may benefit from the "tap the starter" trick, but it's pretty packed
under the hood of a Saturn. I found it, tapped 4 times, and it immediately started! Kyle answered
6 years ago. God bless hitting things with things to make other thibgs work! Found the starter
with y'all's help, beat it a couple times with my jack handle and bamm started easy! Thanks
guys! Bsexton answered 5 years ago. Have a saturn sl1 and had the same starting problem.
Then I tried the two lock and unlock fuses. Rebecca answered 5 years ago. My car is doing the
same thing. Lights come on car dings but when I turn the key nothing I hit the starter and
nothing So my starter is just done? Judi answered 5 years ago. I have a Saturn L with very few
miles under 80 grand so far. All of a sudden it starts not turning over, has enough gas, have left
it alone for a while and tapped the starter and nothing. You can feel she wants to trun over and
go, but nothing. Any suggests! Ebking50 answered 3 years ago. Christina answered 3 years
ago. Has a new battery as I said previously. I can't find my first question on her. The clock is
still on the right time but the radio doesn't come on and the door doesn't ding anymore. I am
going to see if I can pull the fuse on the autotheft thing. I haven't found it yet under the hood but
I am going to check the door. Orangeguy answered 3 years ago. Don't know if this will help.
Friend has L series Saturn. Turn ignition key and nothing happens. If there was a "click" I did
not hear it. Battery tests good. I have temporarily resolved the non-start problem twice recently
by removing bolts and cables from battery and attaching and tightening them again then Saturn
starts normally and runs fine. Possible problem with other end of ground black cable? Would
like to find permanent solution. GuruYL9JN answered 2 years ago. I have a Sl1 Saturn cut off
while trying to park started back up put it in reverse but when I tried to put it back in drive it
wouldn't go into gear and battery light came on and it cut off now I tried jumping it it turns over
but not cranking. GuruVZ12J answered 2 years ago. A saturn is the Sl1 engine they came put
with the Sl2 engine in Sl3 never made it to production. GuruLLB76 answered about a year ago. It
will just click once when trying to start my 02sl Saturn,after trying a few times,it may start,or not
could you please tell me what it sounds like to you,And ty very much!! She went to go out a
couple of hours later and the car wouldn't start, wouldn't e I have a Saturn that when the temp

gauge reaches the halfway mark, the service engine soon light and the service light with the
wrench come on. At this point, the RPMs rev and I lose the accelera I went and picked up a BCM
from a junkyard that looked in good s Even tried to pull to start since it has a manual
transmission. No sputter at all. It ran good when driven last. Battery and connections are clean
and good. Bought thi CarGurus has 1 nationwide L-Series listings and the tools to find you a
great deal. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your cookie
choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn L-Series
question. Search Saturn L-Series Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated
dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. One day, your car may break down
and you won't be able to afford to hire a mechanic, so what do you do You don't need any
advanced training to perform repairs and simple maintenance on your automo
1994 ford ranger headlights
pontiac g6 2008 oil type
1973 airstream excella 500
bile, but you may need a few tools. Invest in the basic tools and you'll be prepared for just
about any car malfunction you can think of. These tutorials will help get you on your way, as
long as your willing. This video will show you how to replace the starter in a Saturn S-Series
car. The first thing you need to do is remove the negative cable from the battery terminal. The
starter is located behind the engine, so remove the purple wire from the solenoid and watch to
find out the rest of the procedure to see how to remove and replace the Saturn starter. Want to
master Microsoft Excel and take your work-from-home job prospects to the next level?
Jump-start your career with our Premium A-to-Z Microsoft Excel Training Bundle from the new
Gadget Hacks Shop and get lifetime access to more than 40 hours of Basic to Advanced
instruction on functions, formula, tools, and more. Please enable JavaScript to watch this video.
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